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ABSTRACT Identifying traffic congestion and solving them by using predictive models has been ongoing
research in intelligent transportation scenarios. However, it is improper that such scenarios can be judged
on the basis of mean traffic intensity and mean traffic speed. This paper works on this aspect and uses
data mining approaches to derive the aggregation metrics of traffic intensity data from the city of Madrid.
This work uses a novel similarity measure by utilizing the results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test across
2018 locations to discover similarities. We propose a Genetic Algorithm on the results of the Wilcoxon
test for forming communities based on the aggregation metrics. This work also compares and evaluates
the performance of the proposed algorithm against standard distance measures and other state-of-the-art
approaches. For finding the optimal number of possible communities in the data, we have taken the help
of Davies - Bouldin Test. Our experimental results show the effectiveness of the Genetic Algorithm using
various parameters, such as number of dissimilar points within a cluster, minimum number of dissimilar
data points between clusters and overall based on Modified Silhouette coefficient. Furthermore, we find that
our method is able to distribute the data points in a more uniform manner across formed communities in
comparison to other approaches considered in this work.

INDEX TERMS Clustering, evolutionary clustering, fuzzy c-means clustering, genetic algorithms, intelli-
gent transportation systems, k-means clustering, traffic classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is an integrated network of minia-
ture devices built on top of an underlying network infras-
tructure. This facilitates the virtual ‘‘things’’ to interact
with the physical world and seamlessly capture information
from the environment. With decreasing cost of hardware
and increasing availability of resources, the penetration of
IoT devices also deepens ranging from smart homes [18],
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [16] to smart
energy [5]. This versatility of IoT allows its seamless adop-
tion in multi-domain areas. In an Intelligent Transportation
System, real-time streaming data gathered from various IoT
sensors could be processed and analyzed to detect vari-
ous patterns present,such as, identifying the crowded places
(communities), detecting congestions, etc.

Smart city developers exploit the full potential of IoT to
provide scalable and efficient solutions for IoT infrastructure.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Min Jia.

Few examples of IoT deployments in smart cities could be to
facilitate an efficient public transportation system, provision
of intelligent parking areas on the roads, etc. Rapid urbaniza-
tion also results in crowded traffic across roads which add to
the issues of fuel wastage as well as an increase in accidents.
Zeroual et al. [40] have stated that the vehicle sector is
consuming nearly 18 million barrels of oil on a daily basis.
Multiple magnetic sensors or induction loop detectors on
the road can periodically transmit information to a persistent
storage though wireless medium. An extensive analysis of
traffic data could shed light on finding out the existence of
similar traffic intensity at different locations using the vehicle
speed attribute. But one of the locations might be congested
while the others may not be congested. It becomes important
for us to know the underlying factors in data that cause
such scenarios.In similar locations, we may use aggregation
metrics1 derived out of traffic intensity to form communities.

1The terms descriptive statistics and aggregation metrics are used
interchangeably in this work.
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The advantage of our proposed approach in this work is two
fold. First, we understand the traffic dynamics and the nature
of the data which is unexplored in earlier works. Secondly,
for creating analytical models that can ingest traffic data and
predict congestion across multiple locations, we need not
create individual policies or measures to handle congestion
for each location in a smart city scenario. Rather the models
can interact with the communities and areas can be classified
on the basis of the congestion.

FIGURE 1. Proposed framework.

A community is defined as a group of entities that have
some attribute in common. In this proposed work, we con-
sider the community approach for identifying regions of
similar traffic intensity in the city of Madrid. Fig. 1 shows
the overall framework of the current work. The objective
of this paper is to form communities of traffic locations
within Madrid city with the help of clustering approach. The
motivation behind this approach is that a community with
certain highly congested locations can identify its limitations
by understanding the traffic dynamics on locations with less
congestion. This can help in understanding the factors that
can be addressed to avoid these congestion and create services
for smooth traffic. We have considered the city of Madrid
for the use-case. The city has thousands of sensors deployed
all over the city across 2018 locations. Most of the works
either deal with such a scenario as a forecasting problem [14]
or a classification task [33]. We identify similarities across
locations with the help of Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. This
two sample non-parametric test computes the mean of dis-
tributions of two samples to decide whether they are simi-
lar or not. The test results are incorporated into a Genetic
Algorithm that applies crossover and mutation operations
on it to create better off-springs which can participate in
clustering. We have tried evaluation metrics to find optimal
number of clusters on the data. A statistical testing is also
carried out across the clusters of varying cluster sizes to
prove that each community or cluster is distinct. Similar
analysis was also carried out on the aggregation metrics to
prove their uniqueness. We have conducted experiments on
the proposed approach and compared its performance with
well-known approaches like fuzzy c-means and k-means. Our
major contributions include:

• Formulation of various descriptive statistical metrics and
implementing statistical tests on all obtained features to
get a clear understanding in the choice of features.

• An efficient clustering based method which relies on
Genetic Algorithms to construct traffic communities that
can exactly group locations basing on statistical signifi-
cance tests.

• Discovery of a new metric that will be used to estimate
the decision boundary distinguishing the data points that
are helpful in cluster formulation.

• For evaluation of clusters that represent communities,
we evaluate them based on newly introduced metrics,
such as, number of dissimilar objects within cluster,
minimum number of dissimilar objects between clusters
and modified Silhouette coefficient (overall).

• Comparison of the proposed approach with state of the
art approaches to prove its effectiveness.

In the next section, we discuss the works that have adopted
various clustering approaches as a means for traffic clas-
sification. We point out some research questions that have
helped in conceptualizing the proposed work. In Section 3,
we provide research background mentioning the dataset used
in the work. We also discuss a few generic things like the
considered confidence interval and feature scaling techniques
used in this work. We prove similarity between regions by
using the statistical hypothesis tests with the above-said tech-
niques. The section also introduces the proposed algorithm
and the other approaches that are used for comparison. It ends
with a brief note on the evaluation metrics that are used in
the work as performance measures. In Section 4, we pro-
vide an in depth understanding of the proposed approaches.
In Section 5, we illustrate various experiments conducted on
the data using the proposed approach and state of the art
approaches. We discuss interesting outcomes in this section
using the features that are responsible for forming the com-
munities. Experiments are conducted on varying cluster sizes
to understand the impact and performance overhead of the
proposed approach. Section 6 explores the potential of the
proposed approach and evaluates it on the basis of dissimi-
larity metrics against the various state of the art approaches.
Finally, we conclude with a concise summary discussing our
findings and future perspectives on the work in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we have used a community approach for traffic
classification. The prediction models developed by various
researchers are outlined in table 1. The table shows that the
researchers have used clustering as the most efficient method
in traffic classification problem since IoT data is unlabelled.
But k-means clustering has been the choice for many of the
researchers [8], [9], [27]–[29], [33]. Genetic Algorithms have
been used for clustering in the works of [12], [22], [26]
and offers an efficient and optimal solution for clustering
of traffic data and finding optimal communities (clusters)
within it. To the best of our knowledge, the above discussed
works have not considered aggregation metrics as features
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TABLE 1. Summary of related works on traffic clustering.

for clustering and have mostly used various attributes of the
dataset. We have compared the similarities between regions
by using a hypothesis testing technique, rather than distance
measures, which has not been used in any earlier work.
We also mention that the proposed clustering approach takes
into consideration the initial number of clusters. We have
inferred the optimal clusters by running Davies-Bouldin test
and Modified Silhouette coefficient test. However, we have
not considered algorithms where initial cluster numbers as
inputs are unnecessary, such as, DBSCAN(Density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise), Hierarchical
clustering,etc. for comparison with proposed approach.

Based on the analysis of various works enlisted in Table 1,
following research questions are addressed in this work:

RQ 1. What are the features considered for the proposed
model?

Ans. We have considered the intensidad attribute in the
work that gives the estimate of vehicles on vari-
ous streets. From this attribute, 15 different statis-
tical attributes or aggregation metrics [DS1,DS2 . . .
. . .DS15] are computed. This helps in knowing
the nature of data as well as helping in forming
communities.

RQ 2. How to extract features when both belong to a single
aggregation metric?

Ans. The data is aggregated at one hour interval. The
data arrives every 15 minutes. So, we take the
mean 4 times in an hour. We consider those mean
attributes whose computation cost is less.

RQ 3. How to detect the number of communities or clus-
ters from the dataset?

Ans. We have taken the help of an evaluation metric
called Davies-Bouldin Index and modified Silhou-
ette coefficient to compute the number of clusters
possible on the dataset. To be accurate, we have uti-
lized the metric on the data derived from 15 aggre-
gation metrics. We found that 10 clusters can be
created on the dataset. For validating this claim,
extensive experimentation with varying cluster sizes
and performance evaluation has been done in the
work which is mentioned in the later sections of the
work.

RQ 4. Which aggregation metric was found to be the best
feature for the proposed approach?

Ans. The min attribute gave the best results in this work.
The experimental results are shown in Table. 8
and Fig. 12.

RQ 5. Are all the aggregation metrics used in this work
different in nature? Are the clusters or communities
statistically different from each other?

Ans. Yes, they are statistically significant and different
from each other. A Wilcoxon rank sum test is also
implemented on individual clusters of varying sizes
and individual aggregation metrics and results are
presented in later sections.

RQ 6. How is the approach helpful in real-time scenario
and usage in IoT scenario?

Ans. IoT has been used in various sectors, such as, smart
home, intelligent traffic, smart energy, etc. The
current work strives to identify communities in a
smart city scenario that share similar traffic signa-
tures or patterns. This can be used in technologically
advanced countries and be a yardstick or model
that can be experimented in the developing nations
to understand the traffic patterns and avoid con-
gestion. Another attribute, velocity present in the
dataset, is unexplored in this work. We plan to use
this attribute to identify congestion scenarios in our
future work.

III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
The following subsections highlight the dataset used for com-
puting similarity across locations based on traffic attributes.
To obtain better accuracy, data normalization is carried out
and then dependent and independent variables are identified
and selected features are extracted for clustering.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
The proposed work is based on the traffic data collected from
the city of Madrid. The city of Madrid has installed a mul-
titude of sensors that capture inherent traffic attributes like
traffic intensity and traffic velocity. A thorough exploratory
data analysis is done to understand the traffic patterns. The
traffic data across 2018 locations were collected over the span
of a week.2 The 15 minutes interval data has been averaged

2http://informo.munimadrid.es/informo/tmadrid/pm.xml
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TABLE 2. Madrid traffic dataset attributes.

at 1 hour interval in this work. The attributes used in the
dataset are given in Table 2. From Table 2, we consider
attributes like identif , fecha and intensidad . identif helps us
to know individual unique traffic patterns of every location
in Madrid. fecha helps us to analyze the date and time in
consideration which is helpful in understanding the traffic
activity in other locations or streets at the same time. This
will help us infer that whether the two locations have similar
congestion and traffic signatures or not. Akbar et al. [1]
have identified velocity and intensity as two key attributes
in predicting congestion. We infer from the data that with
an increase or surge in the number of vehicles on the road,
the median velocity decreases,i.e., velocity and intensity are
inversely proportional to each other. We intend to use this
inference to predict congestion in our future work.

Confidence intervals are very important considerations that
need to be made in the field of machine learning. It is neces-
sary as it is likely to contain the value of an unknown param-
eter. Here, we try to find the mean of probability distributions
and whether the mean is similar or different. The next section
outlines the confidence interval undertaken in this work and
its importance.

B. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
Table 3 shows various statistical attributes or aggregation
metrics that are used as features in the proposed model.
Confidence Interval (CI) is a type of interval estimation
computed from the statistical nature of the data which might
contain a true value of an unknown population parameter.
The confidence interval is depicted in Fig. 2. It earmarks the
level of confidence within an interval in which concerned
parameter can be found. In this work, a confidence interval
of 95% has been considered. It is done for addressing the
uncertainty present in the results that are derived from the
data. Table 3 presents 15 different statistics for the intensidad
attribute and each of them are computed in a 95% confidence
interval. Confidence intervals are closely related to statistical

FIGURE 2. Confidence interval.

significance tests and play a major role in determining the
results of the statistical tests. For example, for a parameter ‘µ’
that needs to be estimated, we need to find the null hypothesis
µ = 0 against the test hypothesis that µ 6= 0. In such a case,
the test can be executed by inferring the confidence interval
for the proposed parameter.

The intuition for using descriptive statistics as features
is because of the highly stochastic nature of the data. It is
also necessary to understand the statistical distributions and
dynamics of the data for modeling the approach which makes
it resilient to noise.

Table 4 displays the various descriptive statistics of the
intensity attribute for fifty regions. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 exhibits
the box-plots that exhibit the probability distributions ofMax
and Mean attributes. For the sake of simplicity, though the
work is on 2018 locations, we have presented 50 regions.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 depict that communities cannot be formed
based on any single attribute. The distributions vary across
each of the regions as shown in the figures. For building the
communities, we should be able to identify the regions that
share the similarity in their traffic patterns. For such scenar-
ios, clustering on the basis of Euclidean distance has been a
widely used approach. We propose to find the similarity on
the basis of test results of Wilcoxon Signed Rank Pair Test.
The following sections elaborate our findings in discovering
similarities between regions.

The red dots and green dots in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 symbol-
ize statistical significance or statistical insignificance. In this
work, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test [38] is used to measure the
similarities between the regions in city of Madrid. The cor-
relations strengthen the assumption that the regions possess
similarities and the statistical significance tests will be able
to identify them. The similarities or interdependencies form
the basis for our GA based clustering in place of Euclidean
distance.A p-value is an extent of marginal, statistical signif-
icance in hypothesis testing that represents the probability
of the occurrence of a particular event. The color of the
p-value of the Wilcoxon test defines the bounds of relation-
ship, i.e., 0 < p < 1. As the confidence interval taken in
the data analysis has been 95%, accordingly the p-value is
set at 0.5.
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TABLE 3. Descriptive statistics computed on traffic intensity.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 exhibit the similarities amongst differ-
ent regions. For the sake of limited space, we have chosen
50 regions for visualization in terms of probability distri-
butions as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. From Fig. 4 and
Fig. 6, we infer that a single metric cannot be considered
for constructing clusters. Descriptive statistical metrics of
each region discover the similarities based on the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test results. Feature Scaling is important as it
prevents features to have high variance which might affect
the model evaluation. It also delays attaining a global optimal
solution faster if there is much diversity in data. In the next
section, we elaborate on the feature scaling techniques used
in this work.

C. NORMALIZATION
Normalization is the process by which the data is made
to lie in a certain range of 0 to 1. Researchers have used
various feature scaling techniques, such as, Min-Max nor-
malization, Z-Score normalization and Decimal Scaling [36].
In this work, Min-Max normalization is used to normalize the
data.

Min-Max normalization provides linear transformation on
original data. It is an important technique by which the
data is fitted within a certain pre-defined boundary. Each
of the actual data d of attribute arr is linearly mapped to a
normalized value d’ which fits within the range of
0 to 1. The Min-Max normalization is calculated by using
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TABLE 4. Confidence interval encompassing descriptive statistics over 10 selected regions.

FIGURE 3. Probability distributions for the ‘‘Max’’ statistical feature.

the equation:

d ′ =

∣∣∣∣ d − min(arr)
max(arr)− min(arr)

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where, d′ is the normalized data d, min(arr) represents the
minimum values of the attribute and max(arr) represents the
maximum values of the attribute.
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FIGURE 4. Similarity between regions based on ‘‘Max’’ metric using Wilcoxon signed rank test.

FIGURE 5. Probability distributions for the ‘‘Mean’’ statistical feature.

After setting 95% confidence interval, we implemented
hypothesis testing across 50 regions. In the following section,
we elaborate on the proposed approach and state of art
approaches that are considered on the data for evaluating
communities.

D. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithm (GA) belongs to a class of nature-
inspired algorithms. It generates a random population of
chromosomes which consist of multiple, viable solutions.
GAs are known to search through a ‘‘search space’’ to
find the best solution for a particular optimization problem.

A characteristic exhibited by this approach is that there is a
possibility of solutions placed near to each other to exhibit
similar characteristics. Hence, the distance between solutions
is taken as an effective characteristic in deciding the similarity
of solutions in the ‘‘search space’’. GAs start by consid-
ering a random population (of possible solutions) for the
concerned problem. They try to search through such solutions
and traverse generations in which evolving new solutions
are generated using the genetic operations like selection,
crossover and mutation. The concerned solutions that are
discussed above are represented in a string of bits called
‘‘chromosome’’. These chromosomes with each generation
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FIGURE 6. Similarity in regions based on ‘‘Mean’’ metric using Wilcoxon signed rank test.

FIGURE 7. Flowchart depicting the overall framework for clustering.

evolve and improve upon their predecessors or parents and
fitter or efficient solutions are taken into consideration. GAs
have been extensively used in areas,such as, pattern recogni-
tion [42], neural networks optimization [35], wireless sensor
networks [23], heating and ventilation control systems [31]
and smart building design [39].

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR CLUSTERING
OF CATEGORICAL DATA
The flowchart in Fig. 8 depicts the process of the proposed
Genetic Algorithm based clustering undertaken in this work.
The approach followed in this work is clustering using GA
to form communities in a smart city scenario. The advantage
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FIGURE 8. Flow chart representing operations of genetic algorithm.

is obvious as a proper ranking of the areas on the basis of
their traffic signatures is necessary and also the patterns in
each of the areas can be detected and effectively clustered
together. Zhang et al. [43] have proposed a Grey optimized
clustering approach for traffic classification. They have used
a maximum relational tree for finding similarity between data
points. The proximity between data points was taken and
tree was pruned whenever the difference between adjacent
branches are larger. We have utilized the results of statis-
tical significance tests as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 for
establishing the similarity between two regions. In the next
section, we have illustrated the various stages of our proposed
approach.

A. POPULATION INITIALIZATION
In Genetic algorithm, the population is composed of distinct,
fundamental units called chromosomes. These chromosomes
are primarily a sequence of genes. The length of a chromo-
some in this work is actually equal to the number of loca-
tions considered,i.e., 2018. The genes are assigned a random
integer between 1 and N, where N represents the size of
the cluster considered. In this work, N has to be mentioned
in GA so as to form N clusters that can encompass traffic
regions based on their similarity in patterns. Each region is
randomly assigned a number between 1 and N. Then, each
gene having a similar number is taken into a cluster.When the
genes are clustered, the traffic regions they represent are also
clustered. This process is repeated by 100 chromosomes for
100 generations across 2018 locations beyond which conver-
gence ceases.

FIGURE 9. A chromosome showing genes that correspond to respective
regions.

We can represent the above concept with the help of an
example. Fig. 9 shows the random initialization of genes from
1 to 3. The upper limit is fixed at 3 as we have considered here
3 communities and the random number assigned to genes are
possible from 1 to N, where N is the number of communities.
In this example, as it can be seen regions R1, R5 and R8 are
similar and clustered into a community. Similarly, community
2 and 3 represents regions R2, R3, R6 and R4,R7 respectively.

B. INTER-CONNECTIVITY AND INTRA-CONNECTIVITY
This algorithm uses an objective function to validate the
quality of clusters formed out of the dataset. The intuition
behind it is that in order to get a higher quality clustering
result we should fulfil two significant points:
• Low number of inter cluster values.
• High number of intra cluster values.

This assumption is inspired from structured systems which
have cohesive modules but independent of each other. In this
section, we exhibit the concepts of inter-connectivity and
intra-connectivity that have been used as a baseline for the
proposed clustering approach. In this paper, the inter-cluster
distance and the intra-cluster distance have been considered
as the two measures that need to be optimized simulta-
neously. We have formulated weighted measures with the
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inter-connectivity and intra-connectivity that can help to
decide the decision boundary quite efficiently. We now for-
mally define the interconnectivity and intraconnectivity.

1) Inter-connectivity: The metric is a measure of distance
that separates two distinct or unique clusters. Inter-
connectivity between clusters should be minimum as
higher values indicate inter dependency between clus-
ters. This leads to formulation of poor quality clusters
which are not distinct. On the contrary, very low levels
of inter-connectivity indicates that the dataset can be
partitioned into multiple independent clusters.
The inter-connectivity, InterDisti,j, between two clus-
ters i and j each containing Ci and Cj components
respectively with Vij, representing the independence
between clusters, can be represented as:

InterDisti,j =

 0, if i = j
Vij

2CiCj
, if i 6= j

(2)

2) Intra-connectivity: The intra-connectivity represents
the compactness or proximity between data points
encapsulated in a single cluster. It is expected that
the data points within a cluster are dependant on each
other and have a high degree of similarity between
them. This measure validates this similarity and helps
in creating dense clusters. Conversely, a low intra-
connectivity indicates poor clustering in which inde-
pendent points or sparsity might be present in the same
cluster.
The intra-connectivity IntraDisti of a particular cluster i
with Ci data points in it having σi intra dependen-
cies(i.e. dependencies existing between relative points
within a cluster) is defined as:

IntraDisti =
σi

Ci2
(3)

The Similarity Index (SI) or the likeliness of a partic-
ular data point to be present in a particular cluster is
calculated by the following equation:

SI =
k∑
i=1

Ci∑
j=1

Ci∑
k=1

SI (j, k) (4)

where,
i = number of datapoints within each cluster
j = number of datapoints in two different clusters
k = number of clusters to be formed
Ci = number of objects
The SI incrementally finds the similarity between data
points and tries to find their compactness within a clus-
ter and maximum distance from data points of another
cluster. We try to conceptualize the objective or fitness
function of GA based on the tradeoff of interconnec-
tivity and intraconnectivity which is outlined in the
subsequent section.

C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The optimization works on the tradeoff of inter-connectivity
and intra-connectivity by trying to maximize the InterDist
and minimize the IntraDist. The objective function or fitness
function tries to create highly cohesive clusters which are
loosely dependent on each other but are highly dependent on
data points within them. It tries to avoid creation of cluster
with excessive inter-cluster dependency by putting penalties.

FitnessFunction = 0.7 ∗ InterDist + 0.3 ∗
1

IntraDist
(5)

Once we formulate the objective or fitness function, we can
create our GA approach using GA operators to see the vali-
dation of this approach.

D. GENETIC OPERATIONS
Crossover is one of the operations other than mutation and
selection prevalent in Genetic Algorithms. It is performed
immediately after the fitter individuals are selected for repro-
duction using Roulette Wheel selection. The main objective
of the crossover operation is to reproduce new offsprings
by combining the parents. In this manner, fitter individuals
can be reproduced that will be a part of the population in
next generation. During this operation, a sequence of string
sequences is split at a particular position, p(1 < p < l) by
means of random sampling. n is the length of each of the
string pairs that lie in the range 1 to n−1. Two new child
strings are created by interchanging bits at p+1 and n. The
new children are used consecutively to reproduce more off-
springs that helps in creating better individuals with greater
fitness in each generation. The crossover rate for the proposed
clustering was taken at 0.45. Once done, the mutation is per-
formed at a rate of 0.45 in order to form the new off-springs.
These new children are fitter than the past generation and also
possess new characteristics in comparison to their parents.
We now implement the preferred approach and justify its
effectiveness by conducting various experiments as discussed
in the upcoming section.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this work, we have used Davies-Bouldin index [13] for
discovering the optimal number of clusters from the data.
It is an evaluation metric for finding the number of optimal
clusters within the data. Let us assume Xi,j as a measure that
quantifies how well the clustering algorithm works. Here,
Interi,j is the separation between ith and jth cluster and Intrai
is the distance or separation between points within a cluster.
According to Davies-Bouldin index measure, the value of
Intrai,j should be as maximum as possible and the value of
Interi should be as minimum as possible.

The following properties should be fulfilled as a require-
ment for using Davies-Bouldin index:
• Xi,j ≥ 0.
• Xi,j = Xj,i
• When Intraj ≥ Intrak and Interi,j = Interi,k then,
Xi,j > Xi,k
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TABLE 5. Evaluation of the Davies Bouldin test performance considering various cluster sizes.

• When Intraj = Intrak and Interi,j ≤ Interi,k then,
Xi,j > Xi,k .

A formulation that satisfies the above requirements is:

Xi,j =
Intrai + Intraj

Interi,j
(6)

The above equation can be used to fetch Ci.

Ci = maxXi,j, i 6= j (7)

If n is the total number of clusters,

Davies− BouldinIndex(DBI ) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Ci (8)

where DBI is the Davies-Bouldin Index. A lower DBI signi-
fies possible number of optimal clusters that can classify the
data.

Table 5 discusses the results that are compiled after
performing the Davies-Bouldin test for finding the optimal
clusters in the data. The results are computed based on
aggregation metrics and varying cluster sizes. The Davies-
Bouldin index effectively computes the number of optimal
clusters that the data can be classified into. Lower the value
of Davies-Bouldin index, better is the clustering that means
the intracluster points are present at minimum distance and
the clusters are disjoint and non-overlapping in nature as the
intracluster points are placed at a maximum distance. It is
observed that out of 15 aggregation metrics the results are
optimal for 10 clusters on the basis of DS1, DS2, DS7, DS8,
DS10 and DS15. Fig. 10 represents the results of the Davies-
Bouldin test in a visual way. In this work, we have considered
6 results out of all the test results. It can be observed visually
from Fig. a and Fig. b exhibit 10 as the optimal number of
clusters that is possible on the data. We can infer from Fig. c,
Fig. d and Fig. e that 15 clusters can be the optimal number
of clusters possible on the dataset based on five aggregation
metrics, while Fig. f predicts 25 clusters as the optimal clus-
ters based on one aggregation metric. We consider 10 clus-
ters as six aggregation metrics have given lowest values of
Davies-Bouldin Index.

Table 6 shows the results that we computed by compar-
ing our proposed approach with various clustering approa-
ches that have been widely used by researchers in [17],
[28], [33], [34]. All the experimental results are computed in
MATLAB 2018b environment. Table 6 shows various
descriptive statistical measures as prospective features for
traffic classification using clustering approaches. For exam-
ple, there might be two or more locations with similar traffic
intensity but varying velocities. In such scenarios, it is nec-
essary to identify the causal factors for such ambiguity. Our
work proposes to build traffic communities and club regions
together that exhibit similar traffic patterns or signatures.

The table also shows the various metrics3 used with our
proposed approach. We present our approach with interclus-
ter distances which symbolizes the distance between data
points present in two different clusters and results are com-
puted.We usedGAwith intracluster distance,i.e., the distance
between points present within a certain cluster. The third
criterion for clustering is the proposed fitness function used.
Each of the approaches mentioned has been evaluated for 10,
20, 30, 40 and 50 clusters. The motivation is maximizing the
intercluster distance and minimizing the intracluster distance
so as to get highly cohesive, unique clusters. We observe
in 10 clusters we are getting maximum values in intercluster
distance and minimum values in intracluster distance. This
proves that based on intracluster distance and intercluster
distance the optimal number of clusters possible on the data
is 10. The third column is for fitness function and our objec-
tive is to maximize the fitness function. Hence, for each
aggregation metric we are taking the maximum value in each
row. It is noticed that maximum values of fitness function is
based on cluster size 10, thus, confirming 10 optimal clusters
on the traffic is possible and thus, the traffic can be divided
into 10 different communities.

The clusters are optimal when fitness function is used
because the number of data points in each cluster size is

3DS1,DS2............,DS15 that are the 15 statistical measures that are men-
tioned in Table 3
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FIGURE 10. Evaluation of number of clusters by Davies-Bouldin Index based on descriptive statistics (Lower the better). Optimal clusters based on
(a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3, (d) DS4, (e) DS5, and (f) DS6.

TABLE 6. Evaluation of genetic algorithm considering various approaches.

optimal in comparison to other metrics. For example, we have
140,958 data points in cluster size 10 based on the inter-
cluster distance. The number of data points for cluster size
10 in intracluster distance and fitness value is 623,871 and
98,670.6 respectively. As it can be observed from Table 6,
the least number of data points to form a cluster has been
taken when fitness value is considered for evaluation. It is
because that Genetic Algorithm considers the fittest individ-
uals to be part of the population used in clustering process.

We observe that inter cluster distance and intra cluster
distance approaches give no definite clusters when they are

built using the fifteen descriptive statistics. On the contrary,
fitness function gives the optimized clusters and minimum
number of clusters used for formation of communities. With
the help of statistical tests, the correlation between various
features is depicted in Fig. 11. The figure also presents a
Wilcoxon signed rank test on varying cluster sizes taken in the
work,i.e., 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 cluster sizes. The hypothesis
used here is that the clusters are statistically significant or of
similar nature while the null hypothesis is that the clusters
are statistically different and unique in nature. The clusters
of varying sizes are significantly different from each other.
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FIGURE 11. Correlation between various descriptive statistical values and clusters validation.

TABLE 7. Performance of genetic algorithm with varying cluster sizes.

The red dots imply statistical difference while similar clusters
sizes will always exhibit statistical similarity, represented by
green dots in the diagonal.

Table 7 shows that the maximum fitness values are seen in
a cluster size of 10. The clusters can be created on the basis of
the aggregation metrics as mentioned in the table. When used
with any aggregation metric, the clusters of size 10 and size
30 give best results and worst results respectively. This result
also coincides with the Davies-Bouldin index results that
10 clusters are possible on the data. Genetic Algorithm not
only helped in constructing 10 communities or clusters but
has helped in constructing the communities with an optimal
number of data points.

Fig. 12 exhibits the performance of GA on varying cluster
sizes and aggregation metrics. We infer that with a cluster
size of 10 we get the maximum performance and the perfor-
mance decreases as we try to attain cluster sizes of 30. This
figure shows the performance of Genetic algorithm with the
concerned features and its individual performance over each
of the descriptive statistics. The performance with ‘‘Min’’ is
the highest, while it is consistent with other statistical mea-
sures. The figure also depicts that the clustering is resistant
to the variance of data and performance is uniform through
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 clusters with the highest performance
being seen in 10 clusters. This proves that 10 communities
can be formed out of 2018 regions which can be governed and
traffic patterns can be identified which will help in the overall
development of those locations. These 10 regions are generic

and circumvent traffic signatures from all regions. This helps
in effective traffic administration and predicting congestion
more methodologically.

Table 8 depicts the various descriptive statistics or aggre-
gation metrics that are used in the work [DS1......DS15].
The communities are formed using fitness function. But
we also introduced that if the communities were built
using descriptive statistics, what could be the min, max,
mean, median, standard deviation, variance, 25% per-
centile,4 75% percentile5 and IQR of such communities.
We observed DS1(min) is depicting consistently maxi-
mum values across all columns. This table also elab-
orates as to which aggregation metric can successfully
help in community formation if clusters are created using
aggregation metrics only. The results are further presented
in Fig. 12. This gives insights to traffic authorities for a
probable or plausible statistical measure that could repre-
sent communities across various locations in a smart city
scenario.

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed work leverages on the usage of Genetic
Algorithms in clustering traffic locations into communities
and its performance which has been exhibited in the ear-
lier sections. Various researchers have proposed Silhouette

425% percentile and 1st Quartile are used interchangeably in this work.
575% percentile and 3rd Quartile are used interchangeably in this work.
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FIGURE 12. Performance of the proposed approach in various cluster numbers and individually over each statistical feature.

TABLE 8. Evaluation of aggregation metrics across clusters.

coefficient method as a valuable metric in detecting opti-
mal clusters in the data. Silhouette coefficient works on the
clustering approach on the basis of distance measures like
Euclidean distance which gives information about Interclus-
ter distance or Intracluster distance. However, the clustering
of traffic locations using aggregation metrics takes the help
of rank sum tests to determine p-values on the basis of which
the communities are formed. This motivated the modification
made on Silhouette coefficient for evaluating the clustering
approaches presented in this paper. In this section, we will
delve deep into the analysis of the modified Silhouette coef-
ficient that we have used extensively to validate our approach
and also enlist state of the art approaches that have been
undertaken by various researchers in the literature, such as,
vanilla k-means, k-means with cityblock distance, k-means
with pearson correlation coefficient, k-means with cosine
similarity, k-means with Hamming distance, k-medoids and
fuzzy c-means clustering. Table 9 enlists a multitude of
approaches with their working principles and distance mea-

sures that have been considered for evaluation in this work.
k-means has been a primary choice for researchers in various
works, such as, traffic [29], energy [3], fraud detection [4],
etc. This motivated us to try with various variants of k-means
and substantially test our proposed approach with various
similarity measures found in literature for clustering data
points. The section also lays emphasis on the usage of meth-
ods that can help in giving better results by comparing it
with generic approaches. We have proposed seven algorithms
to benchmark against the proposed GA algorithm. The five
algorithms are variants k-means algorithm, i.e., k-means with
cityblock distance, cosine similarity, correlation coefficient
and hamming distance. The other two comparative algorithms
include k-medoids [41] and fuzzy c-means clustering [30].
We have considered those algorithms which have to be pro-
vided with a cluster number in the beginning as our proposed
approach requires a similar cluster number specification. This
is also the reason for not considering hierarchical cluster-
ing or DBSCAN clustering as they do not require a cluster
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TABLE 9. State of art clustering approaches.

number specification and form clusters in the process
independently.

The proposed work takes the help of three evaluation
criteria for comparing the performance of the algorithms

and features. We have already introduced the modified
Silhouette coefficient method earlier in this work. Here,
we introduce three new criteria on which the algorithms have
been evaluated:
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• Number of dissimilar data objects within a cluster (x):
This criterion measures the extent of presence of dissim-
ilar data points within individual cluster(community).
For better results, it needs to be minimum.

• Minimum number of dissimilar data objects between
clusters (y): This criterion ascertains the presence of
dissimilar points between individual clusters. This is
necessary to find that two clusters are not having any
redundancy between them in the form of data points. It is
effective if the value is maximum.

• Overall: This metric judges the overall dissimilarity
based on dissimilarity within a cluster, between clusters
and modified Silhouette coefficient results. It should be
maximum to determine optimal and effective clustering.
Modified Silhouette coefficient (Overall) can be defined
as follows:

Overall =
y− x

max(x, y)
(9)

The Silhouette Coefficient metric is used to estimate
the possible number of clusters and measure the effec-
tiveness of clustering by taking distance measures, such
as, Euclidean distance from a particular point to each
of its nearest neighbouring points. We have already
clarified in earlier sections that Euclidean distance is
not a yardstick for the clustering implementation in this
work in order to form communities. Here, we consider
modified Silhouette coefficient to evaluate communities
based on clustering approaches, varying cluster sizes and
aggregation metrics. The range of modified Silhouette
Coefficient varies between the range of−1 to+1. If the
modified Silhouette Coefficient is +1, it means the data
is appropriately clustered while −1 means it is highly
likely that the data belongs to a neighbouring cluster
and has been wrongfully included in current cluster.
This metric has been considered on each data point for
exploring its potential in performance evaluation. The
average of the modified silhouette coefficient over all
data points in a cluster indicates how effectively the
clustering has been done.

Based on the above state of art approaches and newly
devised metrics, our proposed approach is compared against
other algorithms to ascertain its effectiveness in community
formation. The necessity of having knowledge of dissimilar-
ity is vital in formation of communities and traffic classifica-
tion. It helps us to judge the uniformity in the communities.
It verifies that each community or cluster have their own pat-
terns and behaviour. This also helps in helping in clustering
regardless of the stochastic nature of the data.

In this process we try to answer the following research
questions:
RQ.1. How to validate the optimal clusters found in the

dataset? Is Davies- Bouldin Index the only way for
doing it?

Ans In this work, the similarity between regions is decided
by statistical testing and hence, it is highly likely that

TABLE 10. Performance of various clustering approaches on the basis of
Distance Measures.

the clusters have those regions which witness similar
type of traffic behaviour at any given instant of time.
We have divided the intensity attribute into 15 aggre-
gation metrics and executed a Davies- Bouldin test
on each of these metrics for varying cluster sizes as
mentioned in earlier sections. But a single evaluation
metric is insufficient to quantify optimal cluster sizes.
Thus, we proposed a modified Silhouette Coefficient
method that evaluates the clusters on their similar-
ity based on p-values formed out of statistical sig-
nificance testing. Most of the clustering algorithms
validate the similarity in points across traffic regions
on the basis of distance measures. But it would not
be viable to identify similar patterns across traffic
locations using distance measures. Here, we are also
identifying the dissimilarity across regions.
Table 10 present the results using intercluster and
intracluster distance on eight state of art approaches.
These algorithms include variants of k-means, fuzzy
c-means and Genetic algorithms. It is clearly seen
that the magnitude of results are very high. This
indicates that computational complexity is higher
when the comparative algorithm approaches are eval-
uated using six aggregation metrics basing on dis-
tance measures. It also points out that the proposed
work will increase in complexity with an increase in
data and attributes. Table 11 shows the performance
of aggregation metrics when distance measures are
considered for creating communities by using clus-
tering approaches. It is observed that here the results
are complementing our inference drawn from the
Table 10. The data is cost intensive as clustering of
data points will be computationally expensive in such
situation. Table 12 presents the performance of clus-
tering approaches with varying cluster sizes ranging
from 10 to 30. It is observed that the performance to
create 10 clusters is computationally expensive due
to large number of data points while for 30, though
the computational cost is less, it does not represent
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FIGURE 13. Boxplots for dissimilar points for clustering approaches clustering approaches based on dissimilarity Metrics.

TABLE 11. Performance of all aggregation metrics on the basis of
distance measures.

TABLE 12. Performance of various clustering approaches on varying
cluster sizes.

the optimal number of clusters in the data. So such
measures may not help in obtaining optimal number
of clusters in a given dataset.

But it has its own drawbacks. We can explain it
with the help of an example. In distance measures,
two points are taken into consideration and a dif-
ference in their magnitudes decides their association
with a cluster. Suppose, there are some data point
pairs signifying intensity,such as, 5 and 15, 10 and
20 and 20 and 30. As the difference is 10, in each
of them, it is likely that they may be associated with
a cluster. Though, each of the data points have dif-
ferent intensities still, it is likely that they might be
grouped in a cluster based on their magnitude. Such
scenarios do not handle traffic patterns. In contrast,
our proposed model suggests that similar regions
present in a cluster should also exhibit similar traffic
patterns or behaviour through statistical tests. The
p-value ofWilcoxon test is binary, i.e., 0 or 1 depend-
ing on whether they are similar or dissimilar. Regions
exhibiting similarity,i.e, having 1s or 0s are grouped
in a community. The test allows the regions exhibiting
similar patterns to be clustered.

RQ.2. What is the overall predictive capability of model
developed using different clustering approaches to
identify traffic communities?

Ans. In this paper, eight clustering techniques are consid-
ered for forming traffic communities. The signifi-
cance and capability of all techniques on a given set of
metrics are assessed on 2018 regions using Boxplots,
aggregationmetrics and statistical tests analysis.Box-
plots and descriptive statistics: In this paper, boxplot
diagrams have been used to visualize distribution,
variability, outliers and degree of dispersion of dif-
ferent sets of metrics as depicted in Fig. 13.
The first, second and third subfigures of Fig. 13
present the boxplots of number of dissimilar data
points within clusters, minimum n umber of dis-
similar data points between cluster and overall
dissimilarity for clustering techniques based on
modified Silhouette Coefficient. The median value
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TABLE 13. Performance comparison of various clustering approaches on
dissimilarity metrics with respect to descriptive statistics.

(represented by a red line on boxplot) symbolizes the
performance of each clustering technique used in this
work.
It can be seen from Table 13 and Fig. 13 that clus-
tering techniques show varied performance when
trained using aggregation metrics. The dissimilarity
within cluster should be minimum and it can be
observed that the proposed GA algorithm is giving
the least value in this metric while the maximum val-
ues are given by k-means with Hamming distance and
vanilla k-means algorithms. Dissimilarity between
clusters should be maximum and it can be seen that
GA has the maximum value thus, depicting its effec-
tiveness whereas k-medoids and fuzzy c-means show
least values. This might be because there is a chance
of clusters having some common points which is
not effective in clustering approach. Overall, the pro-
posed approach is giving the maximum value which
symbolizes its advantages over other approaches.
Comparison of different clustering techniques using
Statistical tests: In this work, we have considered
the Wilcoxon pairwise rank sum test with Bonferroni
Correction to compare the performance of vari-
ous clustering techniques. We have considered fif-
teen aggregation metrics, five varying cluster sizes
and 2018 regions. Hence, each clustering technique
has 1,51,350 data points [15 aggregationmetrics ∗
5 clustersizes ∗ 2018 regions]. The null hypoth-
esis of the rank sum test is that different clus-
tering approaches are similar to each other and
statistically insignificant. The rank sum test with
Bonferroni correction adjust the threshold p-value
at 0.05

No. ofdifferentpairs . Since, we have considered

FIGURE 14. Statistical tests on clustering approaches based on
dissimilarity metrics.

8 clustering techniques, the number of different pairs
is

8
C2 = 8 ∗ 7/2 = 28. Hence, null hypothesis

is rejected if p-value is less than 0.05
28 = 0.00179.

The results of the rank sum test with Bonferroni cor-
rection for different aggregation metrics are shown
in Fig. 14. As it can be observed, performance of
k-means with correlation coefficient (KMCRR) and
k-means with cosine similarity (KMCOS) exhibit
similar performance. Also the performance of fuzzy
c-means (FCM) and k-medoids (KMOD) were found
to be similar in nature. We also get significantly dif-
ferent clusters. Our proposed work is different from
clustering techniques based on modified Silhouette
Coefficient.

RQ.3. What is the overall predictive ability of model
developed using fifteen aggregation metrics as
input to predict traffic patterns?

Ans. In this paper, fifteen different aggregation metrics are
considered as input to develop amodel for identifying
traffic communities. The significance and functional-
ity of all considered sets ofmetrics are assessed on the
basis of the aggregation metrics and statistical tests.
We have considered various aggregation met-
rics or measures based on the intensidad attribute of
the traffic dataset of Madrid. The performance of the
descriptive statistics is depicted in Table 14. As it can
be clearly inferred from the tables, the dissimilarity
is very high when clustering is done using state of
art distancemeasures like intercluster and intracluster
distance.
Boxplots and descriptive statistics: In this work,
boxplots are considered for representing distribu-
tion, variability, outliers and degree of dispersion for
different sets of metrics as represented in Fig. 15.
Table 14 depict the descriptive statistics dissimilar
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FIGURE 15. Boxplots for dissimilar points for clustering approaches based on aggregation metrics.

TABLE 14. Performance comparison of various aggregation metrics on
dissimilarity metrics with respect to descriptive statistics.

objects within clusters, minimum number of dissim-
ilar data points between clusters and overall. It can
be observed that dissimilar points within cluster are
minimal using descriptive statistics and almost

maximum on the 15th descriptive statistical fea-
ture,i.e., entropy. In the overall comparison, the per-
formance of DS7, DS8, DS9, DS10, DS14 and
DS15 are exhibiting relatively similar performance.
Similarly, the minimum number of data points
between clusters and overall is maximumwhich indi-
cates efficient communities.
Comparison of different aggregation metrics using
Statistical tests: In this work, we have considered
the Wilcoxon pairwise rank sum test with Bonferroni
Correction to compare the performance of various
aggregation metrics. We have considered eight dif-
ferent clustering algorithms, five varying cluster sizes
and 2018 regions. Hence, each aggregationmetric has
80,720 data points [8 clustering techniques*5 cluster
sizes*2018 regions]. The null hypothesis of the rank
sum test is that different aggregation metrics are sim-
ilar to each other and statistically insignificant. The
rank sun test with Bonferroni correction adjust the
threshold p-value at 0.05

No. ofdifferentpairs . Since, we have
considered 15 different aggregation metrics, so the
number of different pairs is

15C2 = 15∗14/2 = 105.
Hence, null hypothesis is rejected if p-value is less
than 0.05

105 = 0.000477. The results of the rank sum
test with Bonferroni correction for different aggrega-
tion metrics are shown in Fig. 16. From the figure,
it can be observed that DS2 and DS14 are similar in
nature earmarked with a green dot, i.e., statistically
significant whereas red dot symbolizes statistically
insignificant or uniqueness. Other statistically sig-
nificant pair of features identified by rank sum test
are DS2 and DS14, DS3 and DS4, DS5 and DS9,
DS6 and DS8, DS6 and DS14, DS10 and DS13 and
DS10 and DS15. As they are similar in characteris-
tics, choosing any one the features in the pair is suffi-
cient for creation of communities. This also helps in
discovering a set of optimal features that can be used
for community formation.
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FIGURE 16. Statistical test results comparing various aggregation metrics.

TABLE 15. Performance comparison of various clustering approaches on
dissimilarity metrics with respect to varying cluster sizes.

RQ.4. What is the overall predictive ability of model
developed using clustering over varying cluster
sizes? How does the proposed work fare against
state of art approaches?

Ans. We have proposed clustering approach to form com-
munities having similar traffic signatures. Though
Davies-Bouldin test has identified 10 as optimal
clusters, Boxplots and descriptive statistics: Fig. 17
depicts the boxplot diagrams for the proposed clus-
tering approach with varying cluster sizes. The fig-
ure exhibits 5 varying cluster sizes, such as, 10, 15,
20, 25 and 30. The intuition behind itis that we plan to
discover the optimal number of communities which
is cohesive in nature having less number of dissimilar
points. It can be seen that number of dissimilar points
are highest in a cluster size of 10 and least in a cluster
of size 30. This indicates that there is a possibility
in increase of similar, redundant data points with an
increase in cluster sizes.

Fig. 17 indicates that number of dissimilar points
within cluster and mimnimum number of dissimilar
objects between clusters is highest when a cluster
of size 10 is taken. The performance of number of
dissimilar points within cluster and minimum num-
ber of dissimilar points between clusters gradually
decreases as the cluster sizes varies and the minimum
is indicated in a cluster size of 30. The red median
line in boxplot indicates the median of performance
by the concerned approach. This indicates that the
clusters might be having data points whichmight lead
to overlapping clusters that challenges the cohesive
nature of community formation by using clustering.
However, on an overall comparison it can be observed
that clusters of size 10 are more well defined. The
descriptive statistics of performance on varying clus-
ter sizes can be seen in Table 15. It can be observed
that mean of performance with 10 clusters is highest
and gradually decreases as we increase the size of the
cluster with respect to the dissimilarity metrics. This
leads to the inference that with an increase in clus-
ter size, the performance decreases proportionately.
Thus, finding an optimal size for the community is
very important which does not affect the performance
and is able to cluster the regions uniformly.
Comparison of different cluster sizes using Sta-
tistical tests: To address the uniqueness of data
in each cluster, we performed a Wilcoxon Signed
Rank test with Bonferroni correction on varying
cluster sizes. Hence, the dataset has 242,160 data
points [8 clustering techniques∗15 sets of aggre-
gation metrics∗2018 locations in dataset]. The null
hypothesis of the rank sum test is that clusters of
varying sizes are not significant statistically. The
rank sum test with Bonferroni correction adjusts the
threshold at 0.05

numberofvariousclustersizes . Since, we have
considered 5 cluster sizes, so the number of different
pairs is

5
C2 = 5 ∗ 4/2 = 10. Hence, null hypothesis

is rejected if the p-value is less than 0.05
10 = 0.005.

Fig. 18 depicts the results of the rank sum test eval-
uated on clusters of varying sizes. It can be observed
that all clusters are unique and statistically signifi-
cant from each other, i.e, each cluster is unique in
nature. This leads to the conclusion that each of
the cluster sizes considered for comparison has no
redundancy between themselves and are statistically
different from each other.
Fig. 19 presents the distribution of data points within
clusters undertaken in various clustering approaches.
We have already evaluated the proposed approach
with state of the art approaches for finding dissimilar
points within clusters, between clusters and over-
all. Here, we are taking the analysis a step ahead
by understanding the distribution of data points in
each of the 10 clusters presented by all clustering
algorithms. It can be observed that state of the art
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FIGURE 17. Boxplots for dissimilar points for clustering approaches based on varying cluster sizes.

FIGURE 18. Statistical tests on clustering approaches based on varying
cluster sizes.

FIGURE 19. Distribution of data points in clusters exhibited in
comparative clustering approaches.

approaches are grouping a major chunk of data points
in a single cluster while other clusters possess less
data points or no data points. This distribution is

non-uniform and is a drawback in community forma-
tion. Our proposed approach identifies this shortcom-
ing and creates a uniform distribution of (optimal)
data points across each of the clusters.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Traffic plays a major role in the efficient functioning of a
smart city. This paper identifies the traffic patterns through
various locations in a smart city scenario. In this paper,
we proposed and implemented a community based approach
for finding traffic region similarity. The major observations
of this work are outlined in the following points:

• The work uses statistical attributes derived from vehicle
count or intensidad attribute for the formation of com-
munities. It also establishes the fact that each statistical
feature or aggregation metrics has an unique distribution
and are independent of each other. Based on the rank
sum test, we observed that there is significant difference
between the clusters obtained with the help of clustering
approaches and the aggregation metrics used in mod-
elling the clusters.

• Based on Wilcoxon test analysis, it is observed that
there exists a significant difference across the regions
on the basis of the descriptive statistics of the evaluation
metrics.

• With the help of clustering techniques, it is observed that
Genetic Algorithms forms the optimal number of clus-
ters, i.e., communities. This outcome was also validated
with the help of a Davies-Bouldin index and modified
Silhouette coefficient method.

• From Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12, we observe
that intracluster and intercluster distances are compu-
tationally expensive to form the basis of the commu-
nities in smart city scenario. However, we notice that
GA performs better than other approaches by observing
its mean with respect to other clustering approaches
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in Table 13. Table 14 depicts for number of dissimilar
points within cluster DS11, i.e., Gini coefficient gives
the best result whereas DS10,i.e., kurtosis gives the
best performance in the criteria of minimum number of
dissimilar points between clusters and overall.

• The performance is highest when the number of clusters
are considered as 10 and gradually decreases with an
increase in cluster size which indicates 10 optimal com-
munities can be formed across 2018 regions in a smart
city scenario. The 10 clusters assumption is consistent
across the three dissimilarity metrics thus, justifying its
effectiveness. ‘‘Min’’ attribute is likely a reason for this
performance in Genetic algorithm. Rank sum test results
also suggest that there is uniqueness in communities
formed by each of the clustering approaches.

• Based on the distribution of data points across 10 clus-
ters using various clustering approaches, we observed
that GA exhibited uniform distribution of data points
whereas other clustering approaches failed to do so.

Further, we plan to extend the proposed work in the following
ways:
• The traffic speed and intensity are identified as key fac-
tors for detecting congestion in smart city scenarios [1].
We would like to include a similar analysis on traffic
speed andmerge the results with current work to develop
fine-grained predictions.

• We also like to use the results with contextual factors
like day of the week and weather conditions so as to get
better insights.
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